TOOLS

Gladiator Hammer Tool
116121
Premium stainless steel multi-tool which has 12
functions and features a claw hammer. It has a
birch wood hand grip, a carry pouch with a Velcro
closure and a belt loop. Gladiator laser engraves
to a natural etch. Wood is a natural material which
produces unavoidable variances in the grain
pattern, colour and branding.

Multi≠ Tool Card
116111
Stainless steel multi-tool that is credit card size and slim enough
to fit in a wallet. It features a can opener, a knife edge, a
screwdriver, a ruler, a two position wrench, a four position wrench,
a butterfly wrench, a saw blade and a direction ancillary indicator
(Google for more information). Multi-Tool Card can be used
anywhere and is ideal for hunting, fishing, camping, survival etc.
It laser engraves to a stainless steel finish and is presented in a
compact PU sleeve.

Mustang Multi≠ Tool Key Ring
116112
Handy six function multi-tool. It has a Phillips screwdriver,
a conventional screwdriver, a bottle opener, a knife and a
LED light. It uses one button cell battery which is included.
Mustang laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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TOOLS

Swiss Peak 10W
CREE Torch
112174
Large 10W metal torch with an adjustable beam
which is fitted with CREE brand ultra-bright
LEDs. It has a wrist strap and uses three C size
batteries which are included. The torch laser
engraves to an oxidised white colour and it is
presented in a printed Swiss Peak gift box.

Swiss Peak Multi≠ Tool
108618
Swiss Peak’s design and manufacturing
skills have combined to produce a gift that
will last a lifetime. This 13 function stainless
steel multi-tool has a multitude of uses and
with its handy carry pouch it will always be
at hand when needed. Swiss Peak considers
everything and the multi-tool is beautifully
presented in its own printed gift box. It laser
engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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